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Air Crew, whether they are flight attendants or pilots, are a category
of workers exposed to a significant amount of stress that affects
their psychophysical well-being.

Why is this workgroup so sensitive to psycho-social risk?

The Air crew shifts are regulated by technical regulations open to
interpretation by the relevant Airlines and subject to a high volume
of commercial pressure, leading very often to the exception
becoming the rule, working hours becoming exhausting with
inevitable consequences on crew health due to operational fatigue
and flight safety

The circadian cycle of this workgroup is constantly interrupted due
to the irregularity of theyr shifts with clear consequences on their
body struggling to adapt.

But these are just some of the reasons ...

Psychosocial Risk in flight



RISK FACTORS

Jat Lag

Alterations of the sleep-wake cycle

Irregular nutrition

Responsibility for Flight Safety and the Work 
Environment

Psychological Pressure

Irregular shifts



a day of ordinary madness in the clouds The job description of the flight
attendants requires that they are
always prepared to handle the
strangest situations, often more
complex than they may seem.

Although the average passenger only
wants to get from point A to point B
without causing problems, others
seem unable to restrain themselves
by showing particularly aggressive
attitudes once in the plane.

But if in another context this problem
could be handled with relative ease,
on the plane it can become
complicated.

Of course, it is up to the cabin crew
to handle these situations as they
arise.

FLIGHT CLUB

Click to view the EASA video

European Aviation Safety Authority Campaign against UNRULY PASSENGERS

https://www.easa.europa.eu/en/notonmyflight

https://www.easa.europa.eu/en/notonmyflight


Psychosocial risk factors and mental health
In an article in the magazine Models for the mind 2014; VI (1): 71-83 71, through a
theoretical and research review, the relationship between some phenomena in
the world of work is analyzed: bullying, burnout, absenteeism, addiction to the
workplace and depressive pathology.
The latter, in fact, can often be a consequence, as in bullying and burn-out.

Among the objectives of bullying is the physical and psychological isolation of the
victim who progressively loses all his points of reference and support.

Isolation, the decline in self-esteem, the strong devaluation in the workplace lead
the subject to a strong depression.

Burnout can cause pathology since the subject not only uses his technical skills but
all his psychic energies to satisfy the needs of the user, who often does not show
either appreciation or gratitude.

The result is a state of profound depression and job dissatisfaction. While in
absenteeism it is noted how depressive disorder can also develop outside the
profession and affect it, damaging both the relationship with one's colleagues and
causing economic damage to the company, which is penalized by lower
productivity.

In some cases this attachment to their own profession conceals the suffering of
the individual, who tends to take refuge in the job to have a detachment from
their anxieties and fears.



Psychosocial risk factors and mental health after 2015

The research was conducted after the Germanwings plane crash on 24 March 2015, in
which 149 people died, according to the evidence gathered, due to the depressive
state of the co-pilot who allegedly led the plane to crash into a mountain.

The study involved thousands of pilots who were given a questionnaire to be filled in
strictly anonymously.

Of the 1,848 pilots who answered the part about their mental health, 223 (12.6
percent) had symptoms of depression. Even more worrying were the responses of the
75 pilots (4.1 per cent) who confessed to having self-harming thoughts or sometimes
being convinced that death is the best solution for them. Of these, 49 had flown a
civilian plane in the past month. The results of the survey justify many concerns: if the
4.1 percent who say they have self-harming thoughts is compared to the number of
pilots in activity, around 140,000 worldwide, it means that 5,700 pilots fly in a state of
mind that could endanger passenger life.

The reasons for these psychological difficulties, for the most part unreported, even
more evident among female pilots, are to be found in particular in the stress linked to
the particular work environment, the difficulty of reconciling intensive working hours
with private life and job insecurity due to strong commercial pressures.

2016



Psychosocial Risk Factors and Mental Health Today

A group of Irish researchers again warned about the mental health risks
of flight crews and asked airlines not to overlook a "burnout" that could
affect up to 80% of their staff.

"We can't hide the issue under the rug. The data shows that a number
of pilots were already harboring mental disorders during the lockdown
period, but today they would never tell their managers for fear of losing
their flight licenses," he said. explained Paul Cullen of Trinity College.
The team surveyed more than 1,000 pilots worldwide in 2019 and found
that 18% had moderate depression and 80% had moderate “burnout".

More than three quarters of respondents said they would never disclose
these problems to employers and 81% said they do not feel valued by
the company they work for.

A second survey of more than 2,000 aviation workers - as well as pilots,
also cabin crew, air traffic controllers and aeronautical engineers - in
August 2020 found that these workers (particularly flight attendants)
have suffered. more than the population average during the pandemic,
reporting moderate depression at 58%, compared to 23% of the
population employed in other sectors.

2021



Alessandra: Cabin Crew 

Just an ordinary day

Tutti i disegni sono tratti da una serie di carini animati fatti da un’Assistente 

di Volo

CLICCA QUI PER GUARDARE IL CARTONE ANIMATO

4:04The first MU Cabin Crew cartoon made by a flight attendant from MU. 东方航空的 ...YouTube · Alliance of Cabin Crew19 lug 2021

In attesa di vedere NAPO di EU OSHA 

al lavoro su un Aeroplano!

The alarm clock in the middle of the night, the well-ironed uniform garments ready to be worn.
When I am tired they seem to walk alone to get me to work on time.

Then there are my stockings, which I wear as soon as I wake up, with my legs up, and finally my
make-up, which I have to keep intact for the whole day and then only a few touch-ups, in a stolen
moment, during the flight, in the privacy of the plane's small toilet.

No breaks during the day. And when the passengers get off, there are seven minutes to do
everything, even for four or five flights a day. They call it optimization, but it's more like
piecework, because if you don't accumulate flight hours, you earn almost nothing.

I have learnt over time to recognize the symptoms of fatigue, because there are no limits to my
daily working hours.

I used to have a service that would pick me up and take me home from the airport.
Now instead I come and go, on my own, at any hour of the day or night and that too is an
adventure where every km seems endless at the end of my day.

I really have to be careful because if cars come out of the dark and my reflexes are not ready, it is
a serious trouble.

My workplace is the airplane, I call it my flying office.

Now it is time to go and rest. Yes I know it is only 6pm, but for me it is already almost tomorrow.

I wish everyone a good day and a successful Conference.

Goodbye!

Xxx
Alessandra

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=VoMwVamjFw4


Support from the Union Il progetto “Ti ascolto” della Uiltrasporti nasce nel 2017 in via
per il settore del Trasporto Aereo, tenendo conto del fatto che
categoria di lavoratori è sottoposta a particolari sollecitazioni
esempio jet lag , alimentazione irregolare, lunghi periodi lontani
sommatoria di questi fattori può in alcune circostanze
problemi di salute psicofisica.

L’obiettivo di questa iniziativa é quello di fornire gli strumenti
allo stess lavoro correlato e favorire lo sviluppo di strategie di
Studi di settore indicano che le conseguenze delle attuali modalità
possono contribuire ad un incremento di patologie ansioso-depressive
una compromissione delle capacità empatiche e cooperative, fondamentali
lavori come quello degli assistenti di volo.

Forti dell’esperienza positiva sviluppata in più di 5 anni ed in concomitanza
cambiamenti dovuti alla pandemia, sia dal punto di vista
psicosociale, la richiesta di supporto psicologico e oggi
incrementata per questo la Uiltrasporti ha ritenuto utile estendere
tutte le sue categorie del mondo dei trasporti.

Ti Ascolto

Uiltrasporti Project “TI ASCOLTO” (I'm listening to you) was set up in 2017 on an
experimental basis for the air transport sector, taking into account the fact that
this type of workers is subjected to particular stressors such as jet lag, irregular
diet, long periods away from home, just to mention some, factors that can in
some circumstances turn into psychophysical health problems.

The aim of this initiative is to provide tools to cope with work-related stress and
to foster the development of effective coping strategies.

Studies indicate that the consequences of their typical working patterns may
contribute to an increase in anxious-depressive disorders and an impairment of
empathic and cooperative skills, which are essential in jobs such as that of Air
Crew.

On the strength of the positive experience developed over more than five years
and in conjunction with the changes due to the pandemic, both from a work
and psychosocial point of view, the demand for psychological support has now
strongly increased, for this reason Uiltrasporti has deemed it useful to extend
the service to all its transport workers.



A holistic approach to managing psychosocial risks at work could be useful in defining basic guidelines that can serve to cure 

organizations before they become the cause of workers' mental and physical illness.

The 'Peer Support Program' (PSP) can be defined

as a system within which a pilot or other safety-

critical personnel can ask for help, for themselves

or for their colleagues, in a strictly confidential area,

to deal with psychological distress due to work

related stress or more general mental health

problems.

It is tool that focused on the support between

colleagues, with the aim of preventing mental

health problems to interfere with flight safety and

other activities carried out in the aviation safety

chain.



THE WAY FORWARD…

WORKPLACE HEALTH 
PROMOTION
FOR AIR CREW
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IN-FLIGHT 
OCCUPATI
ONAL 
HEALTH 
&SAFETY 

TAKING THE PULSE OF
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- THE ROLE OF H&S OVER THE LAST YEARS HAS BEEN
SIGNIFICANT

- THE IRONY IS THAT A GLOBAL PANDEMIC STALLED
OUR CONVERSATIONS ON THIS SUBJECT

- THE PAPER SIGNED IN 2008 AT THE EU SECTORIAL
SOCIAL DIALOGUE, HIGHLIGHTED THE NEED FOR A
JOINT COMMITMENT IN FOSTERING A PREVENTIVE
APPROACH AND A SAFETY CULTURE WHICH ARE KEY
TO ACHIEVING LASTING IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE
AVIATION SECTOR
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- Jointly identify and promote, simultaneously, best practices:
on stress management for air crew and especially on the psychological stressors at work to
improve air crews’ ability to manage their private and family time, e.g. through influence on
rosters and flexible career development

- Jointly promote guidelines on WHP for air crew

- Identify appropriate WHP “enabling legal framework”.
Each year at a social dialogue meeting, the social partners will assess the progress made as
regards the content of this declaration.

BUT NONE OF THE ABOVE HAS YET BEEN DONE AFTER 
14 YEARS

IN 2008 THE SOCIAL PARTNERS AGREED TO

Didascalia



THE NATURE OF THE AVIATION INDUSTRY IN EUROPE HAS 

BECOME MAINLY TRANSNATIONAL

A UNIFORM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WOULD BE ADVANTAGEOUS 

FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS

BUT HEALTH AND SAFETY LEGISLATION IS APPLIED 

DIFFERENTLY IN EVERY SINGLE JURISDICTION AND DOES NOT 

SPECIFY THE PARTICULAR AND UNIQUE IN-FLIGHT 

WORKPLACES
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“ The transport sector is one of the growing sectors in the

European economy and highly affected by change: a growing

proportion of women, migrant and part-time workers, rapid

ageing of the workforce and many technological innovations.

Transport workers are exposed to multiple physical risks,

suffer violence, and many have unusual working times and

repetitive and monotonous work.

The consequences are high accident rates, musculoskeletal

disorders, stress and fatigue. This report reviews the OSH

risks of a wide variety of transport occupations, by analysing

statistics and studies, and through selected case examples of

prevention. “

Psyco-Social Risk 
in the transport sector

http://old.adapt.it/adapt-indice-a-z/wp-

content/uploads/2013/08/DOC_transportsector_overview.

pdf

An Overview to Policymakers




